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 A Fresh Take on Groundwork that 
Yields Big Results!

COMING SOON 

LONG-REINING WITH DOUBLE DAN HORSEMANSHIP
Safe, Controlled Groundwork Techniques to Build an Effective Partnership on the Ground 
and Success in the Saddle
by Dan James anD Dan steers

Trafalgar Square Books is pleased to announce Long-Reining 
with Double Dan Horsemanship, written by Australian 

equestrian stars Dan James and Dan Steers of Double Dan 
Horsemanship. 

Whether starting a young horse, taking training to the next level 
with a made horse, or addressing training or behavorial issues 
on the ground, equestrians aim to achieve softness, connection, 
and partnership that is a harmonious relationship with the 
horse. Dan James and Dan Steers now offer a new approach 
to the classic technique used to cultivate fine riding horses for 
centuries: long-reining. And even better, they’ve broken down 
their method into 20 easy-to-understand lessons. Here you’ll 
get step-by-step explanations supplemented with beautiful full 
color photographs, many of which feature Dan James’ celebrity 
Quarter Horse colt “Swampy.” The result is a collection of safe 
groundwork solutions suitable for every discipline.

DOUBLE DAN HORSEMANSHIP is quickly becoming a household name in the equine industry. The 
duo have been noted for performing at every major Royal show in Australia and many large equine 
events in the United States. They have been crowd favorites in the opening ceremonies of the World 
Equestrian Games, Australia’s Got Talent, and the Australian National Cutting Horse Futurities. 

As one of the 
hottest-selling 
equine acts in 
the industry to-
day, they continue 
to expand their 
horizons. 

176 pp • 8¼ x 10¼ • 150 color photographs • 978 1 57076 740 1 • $24.95 pb

For more information contact mcook@trafalgarbooks.com
To order contact: Trafalgar Square Books, Box 257, Howe Hill Road, N. Pomfret, VT  05053
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“If you have ever seen the Double Dans perform a long-reining 
demonstration, I am sure that you have been amazed by their 
skill and talent...this is a great step-by-step guide to help you, 
with lots of terrific exercises!”

—Jen Johnson
Chief Executive Director, North American Western Dressage
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